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How does light conquer dark? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At Elm Park, our learning will be driven by: 

Community Wellbeing Creativity 
In order to deepen our understanding of 

community, we will: 

 

Develop our teamwork skills such as 

communication and flexibility. 

 

We will learn about our wellbeing by: 

Evaluating our work and celebrating our 

achievements together. 

 

Exploring the outside world. 

In order to deepen our creativity, we will: 

Designing and creating puppet shows 

 

Explore musical instruments and creating music in 

relation to the atmosphere within the show. 

 

 

 

  

 

Achieve 

Inspire 
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Areas of Learning As writers we will: 

As artists we will:  Write a play script for a puppet show 

 Write a persuasive invitation to our puppet show 
Explore painting techniques 

Create landscapes and scenery  

Explore the use of printing  

We will look at: 

 Brush techniques 

 Mixing colours 

 How to create water colour wash backgrounds 

 Different materials for printing  

 The effects that can be created through printing 

As scientists we will As mathematicians we will: 
Investigate light and dark 

Explore electricity  

 Use our measuring skills during science 

investigations  

 Draw and construct nets to form our torches 

 Using our knowledge of time to plan our puppet 

performances 

We will look at: 

 How light reflects 
 How shadows form 
 How to build a circuit 
 Conductors of electricity  

As designers we will: 
Design, make and evaluate puppets 

Design, make and evaluate torches 
Discrete learning: 

 In RE we will consider the key question: Why is 

Jesus inspiring to some people? 

 

 In PE we will practise our striking, fielding and 

communication skills.  

 

 Our theme for PSHE will be: Relationships  

We will look at: 

 Different sewing techniques 

 How to effectively evaluate and remake a project 

 How to construct a torch case 

 
 

 


